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QUESTION 1

You enable Flashback Data Archive for a table for which you want to track and save all transactions for four years. After
some time, the requirement changes for keeping transactions from four to two years. You execute the following
command to change the requirement: 

SQL> ALTER FLASHBACK ARCHIVE fdal MODIFY RETENTION 2 YEAR; 

What is the outcome? 

A. An error is returned because the retention period cannot be reduced 

B. All historical data older than two years, if any, is archived to flashback logs and the flashback archive is set to new
retention time 

C. All historical data older than two years, if any, is purged from the flashback archive FDA1. 

D. All the flashback data archives are purged and the subsequently created flashback archives are maintained for two
years 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You set the following parameters in the parameter file and restart the database instance: MEMORY_MAX_TARGET=0
MEMORY__TARGET=500M PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET=90M SGA_TARGET=270M 

Which two statements are true? 

A. The memory_max_target parameter is automatically set to 500 MB. 

B. The pga_aggregate_target and sga_target parameters are automatically set to zero. 

C. The value of the memory_max_target parameter remains zero for the database instance. 

D. The lower limits of the pga_aggregate_target and sga_target parameters are set to 90 MB and 270 MB respectively. 

E. The instance does not start up because Automatic Memory Management (AMM) is enabled but
pga_aggregate_target and sga_target parameters are set to nonzero values. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28310/memory003.htm#ADMIN11200 (See the second 

note on the page) 

 

QUESTION 3
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Your multitenant container database (CDB) contains multiple pluggable databases (PDBs). You execute the command
to create a common user: 

SQL> CREATE USER c##a_admin IDENTIFIED BY password DEFAULT TABLESPACE users QUOTA I00M ON users
TEMPORARY TABLESPACE temp; 

Which statement is true about the execution of the command? 

A. The common user is created in the CDB and all the PDBs, and uses the users and temp tablespaces of the CDB to
store schema objects. 

B. The command succeeds only if all the PDBs have the users and temp tablespaces. 

C. The command gives an error because the container=all clause is missing. 

D. The command succeeds and sets the default permanent tablespace of a PDB as the default tablespace for the
c##a_admin user if the users tabiespace does not exist in that PDB. 

Correct Answer: B 

When creating a common user, any tablespace, tablespace group or profile specified in the CREATE command must
exist in every PDB. If none of these are specified, the default TABLESPACE, TEMPORARY TABLESPACE, and
PROFILE for the PDB will be used. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are connected to a recovery catalog and target database. You execute the command: 

RMAN> CATALOG START WITH `/disk1/backups\\'; 

Which statement is true? 

A. It lists and catalogs all valid data file copies, backup pieces, and archived logs that exist in all directory paths with the
prefix /disk1/backups and their subdirectories. 

B. It lists all the data file copies, backup pieces, and archived logs cataloged in the recovery catalog in the
/disk1/backups directory and its subdirectories. 

C. Only valid data file copies, existing in the /disk1/backups directory, are cataloged. 

D. Only valid backup pieces and archived logs, existing in the /disk1/backups directory, are cataloged. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You wish to enable an audit policy for all database users, except sys, system, and scott. You issue the following
statements: 

SQL> AUDIT POLICY ORA_DATABASE_PARAMETER EXCEPT SYS; SQL> AUDIT POLICY
ORA_DATABASE_PARAMETER EXCEPT SYSTEM; SQL> AUDIT POLICY ORA_DATABASE_PARAMETER
EXCEPT SCOTT; 
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For which database users is the audit policy now active? 

A. all users except sys 

B. all users except scott 

C. all users except sys and scott 

D. all users except sys, system, and scott 

Correct Answer: B 
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